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ScienceDirect
In memory of Professor Tadayoshi Doke 
 
(by Shi-Lun Guo, China Institute of Atomic Energy, Beijing, China) 
 
Mr. Chairman, Dear Friends and Colleagues 
 
I feel very sad. Professor Tadayoshi Doke passed 
away on October 2nd, last year (2013). Prof. Doke was 
my close friend. He and I cooperated in scientific 
research for many years. In the past of my eight times 
visits to Japan, Prof. Tadayoshi Doke was always the 
host of my visit. Every time, he invited me and he 
went to Narita Airport to meet me, or he sent a 
student to meet me in the Airport. I am very sorry to 
have lost my close friend. 
I met Prof. Doke for the first time in 1981 in 
Bristol, England at the 11th International Conference 
on Solid State Nuclear Track Detectors. During the 
Conference, Prof. Doke and I sat together in the 
conference hall for several sessions to listen to the 
talks. Actually, I knew him before the Bristol 
Conference from his creative work on solid state 
nuclear track detectors carried out in Japan. 
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In 1984, he invited me to join in his experiment at 
Bevalac accelerator in Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory (LBL) in USA with relativistic heavy ions, 
while I was working in the University of California at 
Berkeley, USA. From his invitation I thought he 
regarded me as a trustworthy friend and he needed 
me to help in his experiments. I agreed to join in his 
experiments at Bevalac accelerator. That was the first 
time we work together.  
 During the 18th International Conference on 
Nuclear Tracks in Solids held in Cairo in 1996, Prof. 
Doke and I discussed the possibility to use bubble 
detector to record high-energy heavy ion tracks. He 
and I decided to work together immediately after 
Cairo conference. Since then, Prof. Doke and I started 
long term collaboration on the study of bubble 
detectors. Prof. Doke came to China several times for 
this study and he gave lectures in my institute, China 
Institute of Atomic Energy (CIAE) and in conferences 
held in China. I was also invited by Prof. Doke to stay 
and work in Waseda University in Tokyo, in the 
National Institute of Radiological Science (NIRS) in 
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Chiba, and in the Institute of Physical and Chemical 
Research (RIKEN) in Wako to study bubble detectors 
for recording tracks of high-energy heavy ions.  
Since 1997, Prof. Doke and I went to the 
accelerators in the National Institute of Radiological 
Science and in the Institute of Physical and Chemical 
Research to make experiments in total 18 times. He 
participated in all the experiments even he was very 
busy. Moreover, 16 times of the experiments were in 
night shifts. He worked throughout all the nights. 
Other participants in the work suggested that he 
should rest for a while in the night because he was 
over 70 years old. He insisted on working with us all 
the nights. He did not want to miss any new 
phenomenon appeared in the experiments. His 
conscientious attitude towards research encouraged 
all his students and post-doctors and scientists 
working together in the project. We irradiated in total 
390 bubble detectors at the accelerators in the past 
years. He checked all the detectors and studied the 
tracks again and again in the detectors. To my 
surprise, his eyesight was so good that he could see 
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the tiny bubbles with size as small as about 80 to 90 
micrometers even though his age was over 70. For this 
reason, many times, he was the first person to 
recognize the bubble tracks in the detectors. When he 
saw the expected and unexpected tracks of heavy ions 
in bubble detectors, he was very excited and satisfied 
with the results and everybody came to watch the 
tracks with him. He was in charge of research in 
Waseda University and in NASDA. Several times he 
had meetings in Waseda University or in NASDA in 
the daytime before or after the night shift, he always 
directly came from the meeting to the night shift or 
went to the meeting from the night shift. He showed 
by action to young people how to carry out research 
in science heart and soul. As results of our 
collaboration, we had more than 16 joint articles 
published in the journals. These had become our best 
mementos of our friendship. He was fully interested 
in science, in new phenomena. When I asked him 
questions, he always brought some references to me 
the next day. I realized that he must have put a lot of 
time in the night to look for literatures for me. He was 
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warmhearted to help others. He liked his friends, not 
only me, but also from the other countries. He liked 
his students. During our experiments, I often saw him 
to explain the phenomenon to his students, just 
looked like a father to stimulate his children. His 
students were always ready to join his research work. 
He had also a Ph.D student from China Institute of 
Atomic energy (CIAE). Prof. Doke was an Editorial 
Board Member of the journal “Nuclear Tracks and 
Radiation Measurements” from 1982 to 1991. He had 
made great contributions to nuclear track science and 
technology and to the world nuclear track community. 
His demise was a big loss for our collaboration and 
for the world scientific community. We will remember 
him forever. 
 
(2014. 9. 15, 26-ICNTS, Kobe, Japan) 
 
